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Proposed Item 
We are considering the possibly of getting 2 laptops which will be a part of our assistive 
learning budget. Ganga and Bono both use Tobiis and the laptops that they are using it with 
are getting older. For other purposes a laptop with lower specs works out but with Tobii we 
need decent specifications for it to run smoothly. Another thing that we have wanted for them 
for some time is to have a convertible (360 degree) laptop as while using it on the table they 
sometimes inadvertently hit the keyboard with their hands shifting their page and thus having 
to maintain more distance from the screen to avoid that from happening. Having a convertible 
laptop also makes it more accessible to them at other times. For now they use it on a laptop 
only when it is set on a table, in a tablet mode they could also use it while they are lying 
down or sitting on the floor and someone can hold it in front of them, so giving them a voice 
even outside of the class setup. We have tried regular tabs (Tobii communicator only works 
on Windows OS not android) but the screen was too small for them to be able to navigate 
around the communicator software (they are not that adept yet). So a minimum of a 14-inch 
360 degree laptop with the minimum required specs gets very expensive, but given that they 
will also be part of teaching in the community playschool, taking a leadership role in showing 
what children with disabilities are capable of, we wanted to equip them with the best we can. 
 
Budget 

 (₹) 
 

Item Price per piece Total Amount 

2 Laptops, with minimum  
specifications required for using Tobii, 
Convertible, min.14 inch screen 50,000 1,00,000 


